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How to maximize your profitability with CPM?

We offer a lot of attention to
  :srettam gniwollof eht

The pellet quality you want to produce
The raw materials you apply
The expansion of your pellets allowing 
us to drill the die holes adequately

The die is directly connected with 
the main motor by a single helical 
gear reduction set: 

Very efficient transfer of energy

No production stops due to a temporarily
Pellet Mill overload

Compact design
Closed loop oil lubrication system applying food 

  grade lubricants
Typical service life oil seals: 3 years
Our gears are warranted for life

We are advising you:
-

-

-
-
-

-

-
-
-

-
-

Which roller surface finish to apply for the best 

pelleting efficiencies in relation to your 
raw materials

Genuine CPM Dies and Rollers
Produced with attention for your requirements

We maximize your profitability in
 :syaw gniwollof eht

Assisting you to produce the best pellet qualities
Which allows you to produce the highest capacities with your CPM equipment
Training your personnel to become experts working with our equipment
Supplying you with wear parts and spare parts
which provide a very long service life
Reducing your energy consumption due to the  
high efficient CPM gear reduction

CPM Europe. Your partner in Productivity

Wear parts and spare parts for Pellet Mills

What is the difference of 
a CPM Pellet Mill? 

Extended service 
life by attention for 
your requirements 

and concept 
efficiency 

-
-

-

-
-
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